BARRY HOUSE ON RIVERTON stud & wine farm
Directions from N1 Cape Town (after the Huguenot tunnel toll road)
Turn right at the 1st set of Worcester traffic lights (after possibly passing a mobile camera and passing the Worcester Mall & Golden Valley Casino).
Go over the railway bridge. At the 2nd set of traffic lights after the railway bridge turn left into Hoog (High) street.
At the very next set of traffic lights turn right onto the R60 Robertson Road. Wave to the camera at the traffic department.
Enjoy the Klein Karoo bush for about 30 minutes! (Beautiful in September!) Just keep following the road as it curves
right around Robertson. Beware of the speed traps in Robertson!
At the traffic circle turn right onto the R317 Bonnievale Rd.
Drive 4.4km passing Springfield & Cloverfield Wine Estates.
Turn right into Riverton - as marked on the river stone wall entrance.
Drive past the horse stables on your left and turn right at the intersection.
Park under the Algerian Oak Trees in front of Barry House.
Phone Duncan on 082 335 8951 should you arrive after the staff have left (or drive to the Office).

Directions from N1 Cape Town (after the tunnel) bypassing Worcester
Drive through the Huguenot Tunnel (toll road) past Shell Ultra City and find Worcester on your right.
Continue on the N1 in De Doorns’ direction.
After approximately 9km, just after the De Wet cellar on your right, take the off ramp on the left (De Wet / Nonna /
Overhex).
Go over the bridge and follow the road taking the right hand fork along the winding road.
Eventually you will go over a railway line and reach a stop street where you will turn left onto the R60 to Robertson.
Then follow above directions.

Directions from Airport / N2
On exiting the airport turn left onto the N2 /
Somerset West highway (ie. the 2nd flyover
turnoff)
From the N2 take the R300 off ramp on your
left. Continue with the R300 until the road
forks and take the N1 / Paarl off ramp on your
right.
Continue to the tunnel and pick up the directions above.
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